ESKER EDI SERVICES

SPEED UP YOUR BUSINESS WITH EDI!
With over 30 years of experience, Esker EDI Services are industry experts with proficient knowledge of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) requirements in different industries and countries. We offer an EDI full service portfolio based on extensive network and experience. We have developed cloud-based solutions for Order-to-Cash (O2C) and Purchase-to-Pay (P2P) processes via EDI. Embedded in Esker’s cloud platform, Esker on Demand, these solutions ensure a fast and uncomplicated exchange of structured data.

Esker EDI Services delivers the benefits of EDI, including fast transmission, dark accounting, low error rates and high data quality, combined with the benefits of Esker on Demand, including high data transparency, visibility and security.

Your EDI streams are made visible with our intuitive dashboards and can be evaluated together with data from other channels.
**FEATURED MESSAGE TYPES & STANDARDS**

Our systems easily process all common EDI message types used in P2P and O2C workflows. We process all important EDI standards and are able to set up new conversions very quick. Even individual formats can be processed via our EDI Clearing Centre.

**MESSAGE TYPES**
- ORDERS
- ORDRSP
- DESADV
- INVOIC
- ORDCHG
- REMADV
- PRICAT
- SLSRPT
- INVRPT
- DELFOR
- DELJIT
- IFTSTA
- IFTMIN
- IFCSUM
- RECADV

**STANDARDS (35+)**
- EDIFACT
- EANCOM
- EDILEKTRO
- EDITEC
- VDA
- ODETTE
- X12
- TRADACOMS
- OpenTrans
- OASIS UBL
- PEPPOL BIS
- TEAPPS
- ZUGFeRD
- ZUGFeRD 2.0/FactureX
- OIOUBL
- Custom formats

**CONNECTED SERVICE PROVIDERS & ERPS**

We have connections to many service providers. If you, your customers or suppliers are connected to one or more networks of an already connected provider, the respective EDI connections can be set up very quickly. The same applies to the many ERP systems to which we already have connections: if we already "know" the system, a connection is just a formality. We are constantly expanding our EDI network in order to achieve as seamless a connection as possible for our customers and their business partners.

**SERVICE PROVIDER CONNECTIONS**

We have over 70 connections. Please contact us for a complete list.

**CONNECTED ERPS (70+)**
- SAP
- SAP B1 (Business-One)
- Sage
- JDEdwards
- Navision
- eNVenta
- Baan
- iScala
- GWS GEVIS
- Mosaic
- DataReform
- INFOR
- proAlpha
- Semiramis
- SHCware
- TecCom
- Lawson
- Intentia
We have been active in the EDI environment for 30 years, both as previously independent “e-integration” and as Esker. During this time, we have built many customer relationships in various industries and have also established EDI connections to over 5,000 business partners of our customers – across many national borders.

As you can see from the lists below, we are active in many industries, including retail, HVAC, DIY and food industry. We are connected to globally active corporations such as Amazon, Siemens or METRO. If you are connected to one or more of our customers, or our customers partners, the respective EDI connections can be set up very quickly.

### Connections (5,000+)

- 3M
- Ahlers AG
- Alnatura
- Amazon
- ArcelorMittal
- Bauhaus
- Bilfinger
- Carrefour
- COMA FRANC
- Conrad Electronic
- Coop
- Daimler
- DHL
- EDEKA
- ESSO
- EURO-BAUSTOFF
- hagebaumarkt
- Hitachi
- Hornbach
- Johnson Controls
- Lapeyre
- Leroy Merlin
- Markant
- METRO
- OBI
- Reebok
- REWE
- Rexel
- Saint-Gobain
- Savelys
- Schenker
- Transgourmet

### Customers (750+)

- ABB
- BAKO
- Borussia Dortmund
- Bosch
- Busch-Jaeger Elektro
- centrotherm
- Deutsche Flugsicherung
- EATON
- eurofins
- Flamco
- GEA Group
- Grundfos
- GSH
- Hansgrohe
- IREKS
- Knorr-Bremse
- LSG Lufthansa Service Holding
- Meica
- Natura
- Peek & Cloppenburg
- Raiffeisen-Group
- Rossmann
- SanSwiss
- Saupiquet
- Siemens
- Springer
- TECF
- Vaillant
- Vitaquell
- Würth
- Zehnder Group
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